I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of high power laser beams with a graphite target has become a subject of great interest since the first report on the existence of stable carbon clusters called fullerenes in laser ablated plasma from graphite. It has been found that when a graphite surface is vaporized by intense laser pulses in a helium atmosphere of moderate pressure remarkably stable carbon clusters are produced. Many experimental and theoretical studies on the structure and stability of these species have been made recently. Depending upon the time of observation, position of the sampled volume within the plasma, and fluence of irradiation the relative abundance of the different types of carbon clusters has been found to change. The plasma temperature and the number densities of different species in laser produced plasmas from graphite targets have already been reported. Pulsed laser ablation of high purity graphite is also found to be one of the effective methods for the preparation of diamond—like carbon (DLC) thin films. An improved knowledge of the dynamics of laser interaction with materials is important for the purpose of optimizing the conditions for depositing high quality DLC films. Nevertheless, the studies on laser produced carbon plasma have not yet yielded a clear picture of the dynamics of cluster formation and such a situation is evidently due to the complexity of the phenomena involved. In order to understand the processes leading to cluster formation, which may directly influence laser deposition, the mechanism of plasma plume generation from the target material under laser irradiation and the interaction of the resulting plume with the ambient atmosphere in the plasma chamber should be studied in detail. There are several techniques for characterizing laser induced plasma and these include optical emission spectroscopy, optical absorption spectroscopy, laser induced fluorescence, time resolved spectroscopy, mass spectroscopy etc. Among these, time resolved spectroscopy is the most suitable method to study the dynamics of laser produced plasma. In this paper we report some interesting results obtained from the time and space resolved spectroscopic analysis of C2 species in the laser induced plasma produced from a high purity graphite target using 1.06 μm radiation from a pulsed Nd:YAG laser. We highlight here especially the occurrence of multiple peak structure in the temporal profile of C2 emission.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The details of the experimental setup have been described elsewhere. The graphite target having a diameter of 15 mm and thickness 3 mm is mounted inside a stainless steel vacuum chamber equipped with quartz windows in such a way that the target surface could be irradiated at normal incidence using a 1.06 μm laser beam from a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser having pulse width 9 ns and pulse repetition frequency 10 Hz. The sample is rotated about an axis parallel to the laser beam to avoid local heating and pitting. The pressure inside the plasma chamber is kept at 100 mTorr of helium during the entire series of observations. The emission spectrum from graphite plasma is viewed normal to its expansion direction and imaged using appropriate focusing lenses and apertures onto the slit of a 1 meter monochromator (Spex, Model 1702) which is coupled to a thermoelectrically cooled photomultiplier tube (PMT, Thorn EMI model KQB 9863, rise time 2 ns). For spatially resolved studies, different regions of the plasma plume are focused onto the monochromator slit. In our studies the accuracy in spatial position is better than 0.2 mm. The characteristic lines of the species are selected by the monochromator and the PMT output is fed to a 200 MHz digital storage oscilloscope (Iwatsu model DS 8621) provided with a 50 ohm termination to record the emission pulse shapes. This setup essentially provides delay as well as decay times for the emission from
constituent species at a specific point within the plasma. These are extremely important parameters related to the evolution of laser ablated materials.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The time resolved studies of emission lines from various species are carried out from the oscilloscope traces which show definite time delays for emission with respect to the incidence of the laser pulse. Our observations show that the emission lines from different emitting species within the plasma possess distinctly different temporal profiles. Each temporal profile represents a complex convolution of different factors that govern the temporal history of the emitting species viz. its production mechanism and rate, its flight past the viewing region and its radiative and collisional decay rates. Typical time of flight (TOF) distributions of $\text{C}_2$ species obtained by monitoring the spectral emission from $\text{C}_2$ in electronic excited state ($d^3\Pi_g$) at $\lambda = 516.5$ nm corresponding to the (0, 0) transition $d^3\Pi_g \rightarrow a^3\Pi_u$ of the $\text{C}_2$ Swan system at a distance of 5 mm from the target for different laser fluences are given in Fig. 1. The initial spike in the figure is due to scattering and can be used as a time marker. The interesting feature in TOF pattern of $\text{C}_2$ species is its double peak structure which becomes prominent beyond a threshold laser fluence. However, our observations bring out certain novel features which are described below.

1. The time delay for P1 with respect to the separation between the point of observation and the target surface varies in a nonlinear manner; the nonlinearity being more pronounced at lower laser fluences. As is evident from Fig. 2, the delay of P1 almost constant up to 10 mm separation which is paradoxical while the delay of P2 varies almost linearly (Fig. 3) with such separation.

2. The delay of P1 increases with laser fluence (Fig. 4) while that of P2 (Fig. 5), decreases sharply after being constant up to a certain value of laser fluence.

3. Appearance of P1 occurs only beyond a threshold fluence of about 26.7 J cm$^{-2}$ at 5 mm away from the target ($z = 5$ mm) and this threshold value increases with increasing distance from the target.

4. The intensity for P1 is maximum at a point around $z = 12$ mm (Fig. 6) for all values of laser fluences while that of P2 attains maximum around $z = 5$ mm (Fig. 7).

5. The intensity of P1 increases from zero (at fluence about 26.7 J cm$^{-2}$) and saturates at higher fluences ($>30.55$ J cm$^{-2}$) (Fig. 8) while that of P2 increases up to an optimum laser fluence and begins to decrease thereafter.
This behavior is predominant at points having smaller separation from the target. The above observations indicate that the plasma apparently develops a fast and slow component above a threshold laser fluence. In fact the existence of a twin peak structure for the C\textsubscript{2} species from the laser induced plasma observed previously has been explained as due to emission from the "shell" (fast) and the "core" (slow) components.\textsuperscript{34} Attribution peaks P1 and P2 solely to fast and slow components will not explain the unusual spatial dependence of time delays as depicted in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

At low laser fluences, clusters of carbon atoms (C\textsubscript{n}) along with electrons are ejected from the graphite and C\textsubscript{2} could be formed by the dissociation of C\textsubscript{n}(n>2) due to collisions with energetic electrons.\textsuperscript{37} The larger masses of C\textsubscript{n} will result in longer delays which are observed in the C\textsubscript{2} emission (peak P2) occurring at the lower laser fluences. Above a distance \( \approx 6 \) mm from the target, the plasma is colder compared with the same in core region and collisional effects become insufficient to cause dissociation of C\textsubscript{n}. As the laser fluence is increased, clusters with lower values of n will be ejected directly from the target. Above a threshold laser fluence, temperature of the plasma becomes so large so as to dissociate C\textsubscript{n} to neutral and ionized carbon atoms just outside the target. It is in fact observed that the emission intensity of the ionized species does increase drastically above this threshold laser fluence. Once ions and electrons are produced, one can have neutral carbon atoms by three body collision processes like

\[ \text{C}^+ + e + e \rightarrow \text{C} + e. \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Collisional ionization is also possible through processes like

---

**FIG. 4.** Plot of time delays on laser fluence of P1 for different distances (■) 5 mm, (▲) 10 mm and (●) 15 mm.

**FIG. 5.** Plot of time delays on laser fluence of P2 for different distances (■) 5 mm, (▲) 10 mm and (●) 15 mm.

**FIG. 6.** Change in intensity with distance for different laser fluences for the peak P1 (×) 29.3 J cm\textsuperscript{-2}, (△) 31.8 J cm\textsuperscript{-2} and (+) 34.4 J cm\textsuperscript{-2}.

**FIG. 7.** Change in intensity with distance for different laser fluences for the peak P2 (×) 29.3 J cm\textsuperscript{-2}, (△) 31.8 J cm\textsuperscript{-2} and (+) 34.4 J cm\textsuperscript{-2}.
C + e → C^+ + e + e. \hspace{1cm} (2)

In the vicinity of the target, Eq. (2) may be predominant over Eq. (1) so that we get excited state C2 formation slightly away from the target, giving emission peak P1. The threshold like phenomenon in the case of P1 also shows the initiation of production of ionized species so as to open the channels (1) and (2) at higher laser fluences. As the laser fluence is increased beyond 26.7 J cm\(^{-2}\), the probability of cluster formation of the type C\(_n\)(n > 2) in the plasma diminishes, thereby causing a drastic decrease in the intensity of P2. Moreover, as the laser fluence is increased, the trailing edge of the laser pulse will enhance the dissociation of C\(_n\) by multiphoton absorption through laser plasma interaction. This could cause the formation of C2 nearer to the target surface. Koren and Yeh\(^{34}\) also have observed such double peaks in the case of C2 from polymide target and their interpretation in terms of the fast and slow components does not completely explain our observations. We are therefore compelled to attribute the double peak formation due to the delays inherent in the distinctly different formation mechanisms of C2 in the plasma.

Figs. 4 and 5 give respectively the variation in time delay for P1 and P2 with laser fluence for different distances from the target. From Fig. 4, we see that the time delay for P1 increases with respect to increase in laser fluence which is against the normal observation where velocity usually increases with the fluence of the incident laser pulse. By considering the velocity distribution, this anomaly can be explained only if one can have some type of a "negative diffusion" or anomalous diffusion of C2 towards the target. Similar observations by one of the previous workers have been explained as due to selective depletion of high velocity C2 species.\(^{38}\) However, one can have a slightly different scenario as explained below. As the laser fluence increases, the electron, atom and ion number densities of the plasma and plasma temperature are also increased. This may cause larger probability for events (1) and (2) indicated in the previous paragraph. It is also believed that ions are accelerated by Coulomb fields generated by fast moving electrons escaping from the plume. One should also consider the multiphoton dissociation of C\(_n\) by the trailing edge of the laser pulse so as to produce C2 nearer to the target surface. Due to these processes C2 may thus be formed at points nearer to the target surface by recombination process, but with more than usual delay in the appearance of P1. In other words, decrease in delay with laser fluence competes with the increase in delay due to shift of "formation site" of C2 nearer to the target surface. Therefore, as far as P1 is concerned, delay due to the location of formation site is more predominant in the range of laser fluences considered here, thereby causing the observed enhancement in the delay on increasing the laser fluence. This is further born out by the fact that there is a perceptible increase in the half width of peak P1 as the fluence of the laser pulse is increased.

Similar arguments can be made in the case of the measured time delays corresponding to P2. Contrary to the case of P1, delay of P2 remains almost constant up to a threshold laser fluence and thereafter it decreases. As noted earlier P2 is found to be formed due to dissociation of carbon clusters C\(_n\)(n > 2). As the laser fluence is increased the formation of C2 through dissociation of C\(_n\) will occur nearer to the target surface, there by causing an increase in the delay as opposed to its decrease due to enhancement of kinetic energy of the species with laser fluence. Up to a threshold laser fluence, these two time delays are more or less balanced to give an effectively constant time delay as observed in Fig. 5. Above this fluence threshold, enhancement in kinetic energy becomes so large that there will be a notable decrease in time delay for P2.

The nature of variation of delay with distance also exhibits evidently certain peculiarities in terms of the behavior of peaks P1 and P2 (Figs. 2 and 3). Beyond a distance of 8 mm there is a sudden enhancement in delay for P1 especially at comparatively lower fluences but well above the threshold. The unusual spatial dependence of time delay is observed...

---

FIG. 8. Variation of intensity of P1 with laser fluence for (■) 5mm, (▲) 10 mm and (●) 15 mm.

FIG. 9. Variation of intensity of P2 with laser fluence for (■) 5mm, (▲) 10 mm and (●) 15 mm.
only for P1 and the variation differs widely as the laser fluence is changed. However for P2 the nearly linear spatial dependence of the delay is observed. The plots of delay time as a function of position show that the velocities of the species producing P1 and P2 increase with spatial separation from the target until it reaches distances 11 mm and 6 mm respectively and then the expansion velocity is found to be almost constant ($V_{P1} = 6.5 \times 10^4$ m/s, $V_{P2} = 8 \times 10^3$ m/s). The intensity variation for the peaks P1 and P2 with respect to distance is shown in Figures 6 and 7. The spatial maximum (the distance at which the intensity of the peak is maximum) of P1 is at about 12 mm while that for P2 is at 6 mm. It is also clear from Fig. 9 that the intensity of P2 decreases after the threshold laser fluence where as intensity of P1 increases from zero (at 26.7 J cm$^{-2}$ for z = 5 mm) and saturates at higher laser fluences (Fig. 8). It indicates a decrease in the population of $C_n (n>2)$ when laser fluence is increased (Fig. 9). The saturation effect of plasma emission can be explained as due to the absorption of the trailing part of the laser radiation by the plasma. This absorption will be more pronounced at higher plasma densities so that effective laser power reaching the target will be reduced. Such “shielding effect” of target from the laser radiation will result in the observed saturation effect.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have observed double peak structure in the temporal history of emission from electronically excited $C_2$ molecules in laser induced plasma produced from a graphite target. The present work clearly points to the existence of the various mechanisms of the formation of $C_2$ species in the plasma. At low incident laser fluences $C_2$ formation is mainly due to dissociation of higher carbon clusters while at higher laser fluences the $C_2$ formation is due to many body recombination. Formation of $C_2$ due to the dissociation of higher clusters leads to the presence of the delayed component which occur at all laser fluences. Those created by recombination processes apparently give rise to a faster components with a corresponding emission peak which appears only at higher fluences. We have also observed the effect of helium in the plasma dynamics. Collision between helium atoms and other species in the plasma does influence the spatial and temporal features of emission from $C_2$. The details of this aspect will be dealt with separately in later communication.
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